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“

”
The first real novel of

science fiction

Aldiss, 30



Ripples
Making Discursive Waves



“

”

New forms [which] rose up in turn 
to produce the landscape that we 
know today; it is the task of the 
historian to rediscover on the 
basis of these isolated points, 
these successive ruptures, the 
continuous line of an evolution

Foucault, Archaeology of Knowledge, 141, emphasis added



Cross section of the formation of society and culture



Top View: Discursive Formations



New Discursive Formations



Quantifying Impact
Tools and perspectives











Rebounds
Genre and criticism



“

”

deplores most scientists’ sad lack of 
reflective consideration of what they are 
doing. The novel draws attention to the 
fact that a precarious lack of responsible 
foresight characterises out culture’s 
valorisation of progress. It clearly 
advocates certain boundaries to the 
application of scientific discoveries but it 
is far from suggesting that curiosity should 
be restrained. 

(Knellwolf 62)



Reshaped by ripples and rebounds
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